Djé Snowboard +33 6 64 23 58 98
www.ecolesnowboardflaine.com
ecolesnowboardflaine@gmail.com

BOOKING FORM
Please fill in this form and send it to my email address.

Your booking will be confirmed once received depending on my disponibiities
Your details
Surname:

A remplir

Firstname:

A remplir

Address:

A remplir

Mail:

A remplir

Phone number:

A remplir
A remplir

Dates: from

A remplir

to

(From Saturday to Saturday)

SNOWBOARD GROUP LESSONS
From Sunday to Friday, 2,5 hours per day, for 180 €
Details on the pupil(s)
Full name

A remplir

A remplir

A remplir

Date of birth

A remplir

A remplir

A remplir

Level choosen*

A remplir

A remplir

A remplir

* Beginner : you have never snowboarded before / Intermediate : you have 2-3 weeks experience /
Advanced : you have 4-5 weeks minimum experience

PRIVATE LESSONS IN SKIING OR SNOWBOARDING
The Saturday all day, from 47€ for a hour
REGLEMENT by cash, by banking transfer

I understand and agree to the terms and conditions of sales.
Made the,

A remplir

at

A remplir

Djé Snowboard - Andromède B404 - 74300 Flaine - France
Jérôme Granthil moniteur indépendant, N° SIRET 41886832900016
Site Web : www.ecolesnowboardflaine.com - Email : ecolesnowboardflaine@gmail.com

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
SNOWBOARD LESSONS:

The instructor might not be responsible for accident intervened on courses practiced with legal authorization.
As the instructor cannot check the level of each student as long as he did not see them riding, the customer is responsible for
his technical level’s choice. The instructor reserves the right to incorporate the student in a group more suited for his level. The
consequence is to have more than 8 people in the group.
The instructor can change the timetable due to a lack of snow.

INSURANCES:

Each customer must ensure that they have an insurance which covers risks related to the practice of snowboarding on the ski
slope and off ski slope. The instructor is covered by public liability insurance to the SIMS.

RATES:

The rates are visible on the website and on the booking form. The rates includes teaching provided by the snow instructor but
excluded any other services like insurance, ski pass and equipment.

BOOKING AND PAYMENT:

To confirm your booking you have to fill in the booking form with the link on my website or send me your request by email. By
booking you agreeing the terms and conditions.
Your booking will be definitive upon receipt of the total amount paid with the booking form or the email confirmation. You can
make payment by different means (check, cash and credit card).

RIGHTS OF RETRACTION:

The delay of retraction is from 7 days after the payment until 3 days before the first day of the lessons. In this case the
customer will get his refund.

CANCELATION AND REFUNDS:

The deadline for cancelation is 3 full days before the start of the snowboard lessons. Exceed this deadline no cancelation will
be taken in account and therefore no refunds or postponement will be accepted even in case of “absence” at the beginning of
the lessons.
The instructor can cancel or stop the lessons depending on weather and safety conditions or for independent reasons of its will
(ski slopes and ski lifts closed). Here, no refund can be proposed.

IMAGE RIGHTS:

“Gives to Djé Snowboard permission to publish exhibit or disseminate or photographs and videos taken by Jérôme Granthil and
representing me. This authorization is valid for all purposes (publications, website…). This authorization is valid indefinitely.”

LITIGATION:

Litigation must conform to French jurisdiction and to French law. The French version of this document is the only legal
reference.
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